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Ka-Band: Driving Business Model Changes
by Jan Grøndrup-Vivanco
Ka-band is more than just an expansion band; it
will have profound implications on how satellite
capacity is sold from both the satellite operators’
and service providers’ perspective. One might even
worry if Ka-Band is short for cannibalism?

E

ven though Ka-Band has been around for a
number of years in the satellite communications industry, it is only recently that it has
made inroads into the commercial mainstream as C- and
Ku-Band.

sion path to get additional bandwidth, due to the Cand Ku-slots being saturated with existing satellites.
The second reason is that Ka-Band will effectively
enable to lower the price of bandwidth seen from an
end-user perspective. O3b, in which SES is a strategic shareholder, is also an all Ka-Band constellation,
is targeting the wholesale market for IP Backhaul.
O3b aims at achieving price points that are “2-3
times lower” compared to similar prices on C- and
Ku-Band. O3b is confident that they will be able to
revitalise the backhaul via satellite market, which for
a long time has been in declined due to submarine
cable roll-out rendering
satellite backhaul in C- and
Ku-Band increasingly uncompetitive.
With spot
beams and frequency re-use
such lower price points
certainly looks achievable
and O3b is not alone in
being able to significantly
lower the effective end-user
price.

Ka-Band has gone from being
the equivalent of a “school
science project” for the satellite operators to a key element
in their expansion strategies.
Satellite operators Eutelsat and
Avanti have launched KaBand only satellites and most
new satellites have or will KaBand payloads, like Telenor’s
The recent influx of Ka-Band satellites
Overall this is good news
Thor 7 or even Azerbaijan’s such as Avanti’s Hylas-2 shown above
for the satellite industry that
first satellite, Azercosmos-1 are profoundly changing industry busiagain will be able to
scheduled to be launched in ness models. (image courtesy of Avanti)
“reinvent” itself. Back then
2013. Intelsat’s future Epic
constellation will integrate Ka-Band with C and Ku- when broadcasting was all analog and one entire
Band payloads on the same satellite, and Inmarsat’s transponder was needed per TV channel, there were
Global Xpress constellation is all Ka-Band enabling about 200 TV channels broadcast on all satellites
worldwide. Moving to digital broadcasting meant
Inmarsat to serve both fixed and mobile users.
that broadcasters were able to broadcast 8-10 or
This is driven by two factors. The first one is that more TV channels per transponder, effectively lowKa-Band is increasingly the only available expan- ering the user price by a factor 10 per TV channel.
Continued on page 4
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From the Editor

I

The European Market

f you’re like the more than a billion people who tuned in to
the spectacular London Olympics this summer, you probably
viewed it in at least three screens—your TV, your tablet or
laptop or your mobile phone. The London Olympics was a great
opportunity for content providers to showcase the multiplatform
world that we now find ourselves in. Our Associate Editor, Elisabeth Tweedie was in London during the Olympics and wrote the
feature on page 8 that focused on the many innovative ways content was distributed through various media.
This month, Europe will be the focus again in our industry with the annual
IBC convention in Amsterdam. Europe has been struggling economically and
is threatening to affect other markets that are just starting to recover like North
America and markets that were relatively unscathed by the recession like AsiaPacific and Latin America. If the most recent financial reports from the biggest satellite operators based in Europe ie. SES, Intelsat and Eutelsat are any
indicator, the focus of these companies have been on the emerging markets.
The IBC will certainly be able to provide clues on how the European broadcast
market will be faring in the short-term. However, with all the buzz leading up
to IBC, there seems to be no slowdown in the European market as companies
gear up for yet another great IBC.
As always, we will be at IBC covering the event for you. Do visit our booth in
the publications area between Halls 7 and 8, we’d love to hear from you.
And if you’re unable to make it to Amsterdam, just continue to patronize our
publications and we’ll be reporting the major trends from the IBC and other
upcoming industry shows.
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Ka-Band... From page 1
After a decade of moving to digital
satellite broadcasting about a total of
20,000 TV channels were broadcast on
satellite, i.e. a factor of 100 increase and
net leverage of a factor of 10.
It therefore likely that lower Ka-Band
price points will drive up demand, at
least in the longer term. That’s the good
news. However, there are a couple of
differences this time around this time,
which both operators and service providers need to be conscious of and start
to plan for already now.
Without getting into too many technical
details, it is important to note that most
Ka-Band systems are integrated
“closed” systems with the satellite operator managing both the space and
ground segments, in contrast to the
transparent “bent pipe” provided on
conventional C- and Ku-Band satellites,
where the ground systems are typically
managed by teleports or service providers.
Moreover most Ka-Band satellites use
spot beams covering a relatively small
geographical area on the earth normally
a few hundred kilometres in diameter.
Each beam typically only communicates into a single a gateway. In other
words, Ka-band satellite systems are
usually star configurations, and communication between two remote stations
needs to transit through the gateway.
Ka-sat from Eutelsat and Avanti’s Hylas satellites are examples of “closed
systems” where these operators are
managing both the space and ground
segments.
It may not be obvious but this technical
difference will have a major commercial impact in the whole satellite communication ecosystem of operators,
service providers and resellers.
Eutelsat has focused on selling their KaSat as “managed services” through a
range of mostly new resellers, instead
using their existing base of service providers and teleports. Abu Dhabi based
Yahsat is a newish satellite operator
which wholesales their C- and Ku-Band
capacities, as well as marketing their
Satellite Executive Briefing

“...The key issue for the operators is how to balance selling their managed services at prices
which on a Megabit level is lower compared to
what their service provider channels can achieve
with their existing (and future) C- and Ku-Band
inventories…”
“YahClick”
Ka-based
“managed” and thus will continue to provide the
majority of the revenues for the satellite
broadband services via resellers.
operators.
The consequence on the distribution
level is that most Ka-Band capacities While Ka-Band certainly offers some
will no longer be sold by satellite opera- interesting price points for a consumer
tors as raw capacity, but rather as man- types of “broadband via satellite”
propositions, we have lately seen that
aged services.
satellite operators marketing these serMobile Satellite Services (MSS) opera- vices are now also starting to address
tor Inmarsat has for a number of years the wholesale market with their Kaoperated as a “closed” system with their Band capacities, presumably because
L-Band offerings and this has meant the broadband via satellite consumer
that they mainly commercialized their markets have taken longer time to deservices through resellers, however for velop than initially forecasted, mainly
the majority of the other satellite opera- due to lack of efficient reseller channels.
tors this is new.
Most Fixed Satellite Services (FSS)
operators have to a large extend been
selling their capacity in a commodity
type market environment with limited
means to differentiate their offering,
except for the relatively few satellites
that were able to establish themselves as
“hot birds” for Direct-to-Home (DTH)
broadcasting and cable contribution,
and thus being able to command premium prices.

The key issue for the operators is how
to balance selling their managed services at prices which on a Megabit level
is lower compared to what their service
provider channels can achieve with
their existing (and future) C- and KuBand inventories. This creates an interesting conundrum for the satellite operators, as they will need to manage the
inevitable channel conflict between the
“wholesale” and “managed services”
channels. This will not be easy.

Even if the “satellite operator–service
provider” distribution model to some
extend consigned the satellite operators
to be commodity-like capacity sellers
for non-hot bird capacities, the operators also greatly benefited from this
financially by offloading the distribution risk to teleports and service providers channels. These distribution channels bought in volume to get competitive prices, carried the inventory and
assumed the technology and end-user
credit risk.

SES is addressing this issue by taking a
more cautious approach to Ka-Band and
has stated that they will not launch an
all Ka-Band satellite and therefore presumably not offer consumer broadband
via satellite through a parallel network
of resellers. SES’s strategy is to increase its Ka-band capacity, by adding a
number of Ka-Band transponders to
four of its European satellites to be
launched in the coming two to three
years. This will be “open system” or
“bent pipe” Ka-Band capacity and
Today and for a foreseeable future the likely be marketed as traditional wholeservice providers will carry the vast sale capacity to its service provider
majority of the satellite operators inven- channels.
tory of raw C- and Ku-Band capacity,
September 2012
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Cover Story
An option for satellite operators wishing to market their capacities both as
wholesale capacity and manage services
is to have a clear separation between the
two and create a “Chinese wall” between their wholesale and managed
services businesses, where the managed
service entity buys capacity on a wholesale basis on similar terms as the other
wholesale channels and the commercial
relationship is managed on an arms
length basis. There are many examples
of how not to do this, because the managed service entity is “too close” to the
operator itself and the other service
providers feel that they are the victims
of “corporate nepotism.”
However, with a well thought through
set-up and right corporate governance,
for instance autonomous management
and possibly also a semi-independent
board, this offers a way for the two distribution models to co-exist under the
same corporate umbrella. Service provider Speedcast of Hong Kong, which
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is majority-owned by satellite operator their services with the satellite operators
Asiasat, is a good example of such a set on a hub level.
-up.
Ka-Band is still in its commercial inSimilarly it is urgent for service provid- fancy and both satellite operators and
ers and teleports who today contract for service providers should already now be
raw capacity on wholesale basis to re- pro-active about defining their distributhink how to contract for future satellite tion strategies and place in the value
capacities, with the disruption Ka will chain in this respect. It is possible for
bring. Whilst it is unlikely that these both operators and service providers to
B2B service providers will be able to create “win-win” situations to manage
serve consumer broadband customers this transition that Ka-Band will bring.
effectively, it is feasible that a repackaged Ka-Band service could be offered
to their corporate customers. Ka-Band
services for the SOHO and SME marJan Grøndrupkets, for instance in Eastern Europe,
Vivanco is a Director
offer interesting entry-level packages
in Emerald Advisors,
for such customers that are not able to
a strategy & business
afford a more expensive VSAT service.
development advisory
With the slow uptake of Ka-Band confirm to the satellite
sumer services, teleports and service
communication indusproviders now have an opportunity to
try. He can be
engage with the satellite operators to
reached at
discuss how they can help to market
jgv@emerald-advisors.com
such managed services and integrate
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The London Olympics Highlight the
Changing Media Environment
by Elisabeth Tweedie

O

n August 12th 1960 the first transmission from Echo
1A was received. A signal originating at Jet Propulsion Laboratories in California, USA was received
by Bell Laboratories in New Jersey, USA. Technically Echo
1A was the world’s first communications satellite, although
it was a very different beast to the ones in use today.
Fast forward 52 years and in the same month with the aid of
communications satellites an estimated one billion people
around the world watched the 2012 Olympics. Satellites
have come, and gone a long way since. Without the current
generation of satellites for everyone who couldn’t get a ticket
to the games, these Olympics would have been a very different event indeed. Included
in those who didn’t have a
ticket to the events are the
six astronauts on the International Space Station –
but thanks to satellite communications they too were
watching the events.
Logistically it would impossible for every broadcaster that holds the rights
to the Olympic Games to
set up all their own cameras
and
transmission
equipment.
Instead the
Olympic Broadcasting Service (OBS) fulfills the role
of “Host Broadcaster” and produces live unbiased feeds
(which include graphics, replays and natural sound) but
without any commentary. These feeds are available to all
rights holders – some of which may also have their own
cameras there. For London 2012 OBS produced 24 live
streams both high definition (HD) and standard definition
(SD) and approximately 240 hours were also produced in 3D
meaning that every single event was broadcast live. This is a
four-fold increase on the number of streams provided in Beijing.

first big event where we have focused all our energy on HD
alone.
According to the EBU Annual Report increased capacity
requirements for HD increased from 17% in 2009 to 64% in
2011, and is projected to rise to 80% by the end of 2012. In
order to help mitigate the additional capacity needs the EBU
upgraded to MPEG4 video encoders and prior to the Olympics each member was given up to eight decoders to ensure
that they could receive all 12 HD channels. In addition the
EBU introduced NovelSat’s satellite modulation technology
which according to Paolo Pusterla, head of procurement for
the EBU, will reduce capacity requirements by 28%. Novelsat however, claims that
its technology increases
video throughput on a
72MHz transponder by up
to 78%. The EBU would
like to see the NovelSat
technology incorporated
into the DVB standard.
Phil Fearnley, General
Manager,
News
and
Knowlege, BBC Future
Media went even further
than Graham Warren
when he commented that
“our aspiration is that
2012 will do for digital
and connected televisions
what the coronation did for TV”. Sales of TV sets in the UK
“rocketed” in 1953 around the time of the Coronation, with
people not only buying sets beforehand but also afterwards
as people who had watched the event (an estimated 20M,
about 56% of the adult population) at family and friends
homes decided to acquire their own set.
The BBC like NBC (USA) took all 24 live streams from
OBS and these were available in HD and SD on television
sets in all homes in the UK getting their TV service from one
of the two satellite providers: Sky or Freesat. In order for
this to happen BSkyB took an additional 48 channels on Astra. Cable Service Provider Virgin Media also provided all
24 streams; the number of streams available from other cable
or Digital Terrestrial Television (DTT) operators varied. In
addition the streams were available online to all Internet connected devices.

The European Broadcasting Union (EBU), through the Eurovision network, elected to take 12 simultaneous multilateral
transmissions and three unilateral feeds for its 74 members
in 56 countries - and will do so again for the Paralympic
Games taking place August 29th to September 9th. What was
unique about this was that for the first time the EBU broadcast everything in HD. Graham Warren, Eurovision Network Director said “This is a turning point for Eurovision, In the US, NBC elected to put the live streams online and
and the beginning of the end of SD. Until now we have al- make them available to anyone who had a verified cable or
ways provided parallel SD and HD signals, but this is the satellite TV subscription. The main events were broadcast,
Satellite Executive Briefing
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i.e. available on TV sets a day later.
By necessity when only one or two TV channels are available to show the Olympics, directors must cut between
events as so much is happening simultaneously and even
then some “minor” sports get excluded. So 2012 was a landmark year as viewers in the USA and UK for the very first
time were able to view every single event as it happened, so
for example a fencing fanatic could watch every round of
the tournaments.
Elsewhere in the world most of the major networks also included some live online streams as part of their coverage and
in addition the International Olympic Committee gave YouTube the rights to live streaming in 65 African and Asian
countries.
It appears that the Olympics broadcasts went smoothly with
no service disruption. This is likely to be due at least in part
to the introduction of Carrier ID. As Martin Coleman, Executive Director and leading voice of the Satellite Interference Reduction Group (IRG) said “Nothing happened – this
is good news!” Carrier ID is an ID stamp on all uplink signals that enables operators to identify transmissions to their
satellites enabling faster coordination in the event of interference. Eutelsat, Intelsat and SES, who between them have
around 60% of all commercial capacity agreed to implement
this in time for the games. However the work of the IRG is
not yet over, the next milestone is to get Carrier ID incorporated into the DVB standard (which is expected by the end of
October), which will encourage more operators and equipment manufacturers to implement it. The goal is to have it
as a global standard by the World Cup taking place in 2014
in Rio.

only available to approximately 56% of TV households. The
online streams in contrast were available to the 72% of
households with fixed broadband, the 39% with smartphones, the 11% with tablets and the 13% with a mobile
broadband subscription, not to mention everyone who
watched at work. Data from the BBC shows clearly that the
PC was the most popular device for online viewing during
the working day, being overtaken by all other devices after
4pm.
In the US where the live streams were only available online,
research from Pew indicates that only 17% of the population
watched these, compared to the 73% who watched the delayed coverage broadcast during primetime. Again it’s difficult to extrapolate; morning events were shown when most
of the population were still asleep, only 9.9 million had registered for the online streams and the Olympics are always
more popular in the host nation. However what is noticeable
is that the 17% who watched the live streams is significantly
more than the 7% who generally watch TV online in the US
as discussed in my article in April this year.
Also discussed in April was how social media is helping
drive audiences to live TV as viewers share comments during the programs, so it should be no surprise that social media and tweeting in particular was rampant during the games.
150 million tweets were shared during the 16 days and in the
first day alone there were more tweets than during the entire
games in Beijing. Usain Bolt can add another gold to his
collection – his win in the 200 meter sprint generated over
80,000 tweets per minute (TPM) putting him at the top of the
TPM league table. And it wasn’t just the viewers that were
tweeting, the athletes and performers joined in with their
own comments.

So looking to the future, what will the 2016 Olympics look What is clear is that people like being in control and watchlike? What can be gleaned from what happened this year? ing live events as they happen and sharing that moment with
It’s safe to say that OBS will again provide coverage of others. Both of these trends are likely to continue so by
every event and that where capacity permits rights holders 2016 more records will be broken. More events will be
will make those streams available online and maybe also via watched in HD, on the web, on mobile devices and concable and satellite to TV sets. Once again giving people the nected TVs as they happen and more people will share their
opportunity to watch every event live. In the UK where excitement of the minute with friends and everyone else. So
2,500 hours of live coverage was available on television and even with the next generation of compression, demand for
online 51.9 million people - 90% of the UK population bandwidth will continue to escalate.
watched at least 15 minutes of coverage on a television set.
Of these, 24.2 million watched some of the live streaming
coverage. However 34.6 million watched some of the live
Elisabeth Tweedie is Associate Editor of the
streaming coverage online i.e. on a computer, mobile
Satellite Executive Briefing. She has over 20
phone, tablet or connected TV, so while overall the preferyears experience at the cutting edge of new
ence remains for watching on a larger screen - and 42% of
communication and entertainment technoloUK households have HD - when it comes to live streaming
gies. She is the founder and President of
coverage it appears that the smaller screens win out. Or is
Definitive Direction, a consultancy that fothis just practicality? The games took place every day, durcuses on researching and evaluating the
ing the day, so people were at work without the opportunity long term potential for new ventures, initiating their developto watch on a TV. Interestingly statistics from the BBC ment and identifying and developing appropriate alliances.
show that at weekends viewing of the live streams was During her 10 years at Hughes Electronics she worked on
more popular on TVs than online with the reverse occurring
every acquisition and new business that the company considduring the week. Extrapolating from the statistics is further
ered during her time there. www.definitivedirection.com She
complicated by the fact that not every household or individcan be reached at: etweedie@definitivedirection.com
ual had access to the 24 televised live streams. These were
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Progress Towards Millennium Development
Goals Assessed at the WSIS 2012
by Roxana Dunnette

A

s in every year in the month of
May, the World Summit on the
Information Society (WSIS)
took place in Geneva, Switzerland. It is
hosted by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU )and UN agencies
and delegates from governments, private sector, NGOs, academia gather to
celebrate the progress in
achieving the Millennium Development
Goals and find better
ways for the world to
use information and
communications technologies to overcome
poverty, hunger, disease, protect people and
the planet.
This year more then
1,300 stakeholders from
140 countries representing governments, civil
society and the private
sector including 35
ministers, ambassadors,
CEOs of companies and
civil society leaders
contributed to the success of this important
event.

of the world’s population still do not sions adopted, the great impact on ecohave access to basic telecommunica- nomic growth, social inclusion and environmental sustainability been recogtions.
nized.
Today as we are getting closer to 2015
it is the time to measure achievements The green agenda was the topic of high
and have a vision that goes beyond level debates in line with the Plan of
Action, promoting the use of ICTs as an
2015.
instrument for environmental protection and
sustainable use of natural
resources, establishing
monitoring systems to
forecast and prevent natural and man-made disasters particularly in developing countries.
There were 150 sessions
structured in 20 different
types of meeting in 7 parallel streams.

The closing ceremony of the WSIS 2012 held in
Geneva ended on a positive note on the achievements to date in reaching the UN’s Millenium Development Goals, while acknowledging that more still
needs to be done. (photo courtesy of the ITU)

When the international community
came together in Geneva in 2003 and
Tunis in 2005, eleven (11) Action Lines
were agreed as the Key Principles for
building an inclusive Information Society and meet eighteen (18) Millennium
Development Goals, to insure that everyone can benefit from the opportunities
ICTs offer.
Since 2005 we have seen an extraordinary transition from a world where
most people did not have access to even
basic telecommunications to today
where 1/3 of the 7 billon people are
using Internet, mobile telephony and
are part of the social network. Yet 2/3
Satellite Executive Briefing

Public- private strategic
partnership showed their
fruits with UAE, for example, and Intel in particular highlighting the
success and challenges of
e-government projects and
revolutionary packages
“to reach the other three
billion.”

Intel and partners have developed a new
attractive sale model that combines a
low-priced broadband service with lowpriced personal computers pre-loaded
with digital content in local languages .Users pay either a low monthly
fee for broadband or prepay for a set
amount of broadband services. Governments are encouraged to support local
policies for the proliferation of broadThe Forum focused on overall theme of band services.
ICTs for sustainable development anticipating the Rio de Janeiro United Real stories and real projects impleNation Conference (Rio+20) held in mented at the grassroots, more then 170
June 2012. Progress had been made in from 50 countries were contenders for
introduction of ICTs at the top of deci- WSIS Forum Prizes. 18 prizes have
Several topics have been discussed and
measured such as: cyber security, ICT
infrastructure and interoperability, child
on-line protection, e-health, youth inclusion, e-accessibility, e-learning and
capacity building, e-business, media
TV& Radio, Internet, conflict and natural disaster management…just to name
few.
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been awarded, one in each category, a
way to identify outstanding success of
ICTs in achieving the Millennium Development goals.
…. And the Satellite Industry?
The role of satellites has been discussed
in sessions, monitored and measured in
developments reports in particular in
the area of broadcasting, disasters, climate actions and Internet.
In line with Action Line C3 – "Access to
Information and knowledge,” broadcasting via satellite was in focus.
Most countries are migrating from analog to digital broadcasting and Direct-to
-Home (DTH) (satellite networks and
broadband Internet connections are in
high demand as digital multichannel has
high quality and content advantage.
The demand is high especially in developing countries where terrestrial networks do not exist or upgrading them is
very expensive.
Today satellites serve the whole world
and provide ubiquitous coverage and
signals can be received by small satellite dishes.
Only satellite broadcasting can provide
content relevant to various countries
and cultures ‘ Action Line C8 – “ Cultural diversity and identity “ and it is
the only mean to reach both populated
areas as well as rural and nomadic communities.
In Tuvalu, for example, there is no terrestrial television service (although they
sold to Internet entrepreneurs the domain name “.tv”) and they use only
satellite dishes to watch TV.
In developing countries where electricity is still a luxury, TV is typically the
second major reason after lighting that
households opt for electricity.
Satellite broadcasting is growing in
popularity as price and quality is no
longer an issue, there are over 200 million of users worldwide.
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“...Most countries are migrating from analog to
digital broadcasting and Direct to Home (DTH)
satellite networks and broadband Internet connections are in high demand…”
The most rapid growth has been in de- just a few examples.
veloping countries, satellites offering
the possibility to provide nationwide The transition from analog to digital is
completed in Western regions or it will
coverage in local languages.
be by 2015, practically all Middle East
Pan-regional satellite services are de- is digital ready with TV reception via
ployed and help to provide a large num- satellite, Asia and the Pacific are in full
ber of channels in local languages as digital migration.
well.
Still some African countries are conIf some developing countries are too cerned by slow governmental action.
small to justify the launch of a national
system, they could take advantage of The digital broadcasting divide in deexisting regional systems and free to air veloping countries is not only due to
income inequality but also to electricity
national broadcasting channels.
availability and content. People buy
For example, NILESAT carries na- content, not technologies and only sattional channels for Arab countries in ellite broadcasting can provide the variover 20 million homes. Fiji TV ety of knowledge requested in the Aclaunched a DTH service called SKY tion Lines at a decent cost.
PACIFIC, that provides TV channels in
Indicators for measuring this important
all of Fiji and the Pacific Islands.
target have been developed by ITU, the
In Africa, South African based pan- progress in deploying multilingual
regional satellite operator MULTI- channels is closely monitored, governCHOICE working in partnership with ments and private partners are working
national content providers, broadcasts closely to prevent the digital broadcastdigitally in 50 African countries, featur- ing divide.
ing over 200 video and radio channels.
The WSIS Forum in Geneva has been a
The French CANAL+ broadcast around tremendous success showcastng stakethe world on different satellites and is holder’s innovations and commitment
using Eutelsat for French speaking sub- in achieving the Millennium Development Goals and setting up the vision
Sahara region.
and the roadmap for “post 2015”.
DIRECT TV, DIRECT TV Latin America, TELEFONICA from Spain and
Mexico’s TELEMEX operate DTH
systems in the Americas…and these are
Roxana Dunnette is the Executive Director, of R&D
MEDIA, based in Geneva, Switzerland. She has had an
extensive career in broadcasting and media including
senior management positions at Worldspace, CBS and
PBS in New York covering primetime sports and news
events, and internaat the United Nations in New York and
the International Telecommunication Union as US
government representative. She can be reached at:
roxana.dunnette@ties.itu.int
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The Secretary General of the ITU, Dr. Hamadoun Touré
shared his thoughts on sustainable development with our
Geneva correspondent Roxana Dunnette. Excerpts:

Why is this
so?

A: Many
Q: At the closing of this summit, how would you describe the developing
countries are
progress from 2003 in achieving?
using all
those techA: It is bigger and bigger, people come back to Geneva as
nologies
WSIS Forum is an opportunity to report what has been
achieved since last year. First they put together policies, now fiber at the
they are happier in the new implementation phase, they share country
level but
good and bad practices and they see good results on the
ground. Whatever seed you plant in ICT with good strategy also satellite.
Today satelbrings fruits.
lite proved
Dr. Hamadoun Touré
Q: Broadband is your growing baby. Intel and partners pre- that is no
ITU
Secretary-General
longer a
sented during WSIS a new sales model to make broadband
solution
more affordable for emerging markets. How the satellite
only for rural areas but also for deserving populated area
industry can contribute to accelerate the broadband access
and what do they need to do as the delivery cost of the infor- used not only as a back-up when the terrestrial network is
down .Nobody sees the difference , in reality the quality is
mation is the key?
the same. The best solution is a combination of fiber networks and satellite for mobile services and ICTs applicaA: The Broadband Commission for Sustainable Development was put in place by ITU and UNESCO in 2010 to help tions.
accelerate the implementation of Millennium goals.
Q: The importance of satellites for climate change monitorICT is the last goal among 18 others, one that more likely
ing and disasters management is fully recognized, so is the
will be met ahead of time.
work of different ITU study groups. What are the upcoming
I am happy to see so many personalities accepting to be
events to promote the best practices?
commissioners in the Broadband Commission and doing
such a fantastic work.
A: We are promoting this and we have regular seminars at
national and international level, but we also want to make
First we did a report in 2010; a reference document to help
sure that international organization that work with us like
every country in the world put in place a broadband plan and WMO have enough timely data .Only satellites can do that in
develops national strategies. Then we divided the plan in
fast manner, monitor and map the world in real time and help
thematic clusters to bring the work at the next level to help
collect the information.
adopting strategies, create useful applications, and create
opportunities and options for countries. The broadband is a
Satellites are important tools not only for earth observation,
key enabler for sustainable development (which is stated in
weather conditions and disasters prediction but they are used
an open letter for Rio+20) and brings together all staketo help save the planet in terms of bringing solutions that
holders.
will help reduce emissions of CO2 , by reducing travel and
using teleconferencing as one example. We at ITU coordiI am very proud of the commission and the caliber of its
nate the satellite orbital locations and we also provide stanmembers co-chaired by President Kagame of Rwanda and
dards that will run that.
Carlos Slim Helu, Chairman of Casco group and by over 60
high caliber members working together. The satellite indus- Q: 2015 is just around the corner, in your view if you have to
try is represented by three operators with high level reprename only three important achievements, what would they
sentatives, they are very valuable to us. They presented good be?
models, for example Eutelsat has easy solutions and good
prices for the introduction of broadband.
A: First I hope in bridging the digital divide by 2015 and
Satellites are able to do broadband in every corner of the
avoid the impact of a broadband divide.
world at the same speed and level of quality.
Second, I wish to see applications of ICTs services like the
Q: Broadcasting the information via satellites (one to many) ones presented at WSIS this year deployed everywhere.
is safe and cost effective. Still in implementing ICT applications such as e-education, e-health, e-government developing And lastly, I wish to have a concluding result on cyber secucountries are turning to fiber, like in Sub-Sahara Africa.
rity and declare in 2015 the cyberspace a peaceful area.
Satellite Executive Briefing
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Back and Forth with WTA Chairman
Brett Belinsky
by Lou Zacharilla

A

s the satellite industry heads into a season of
forums, conferences and networking events, we get
a chance to examine what the industry believes are
its most important issues. Because there are many voices
and advocates for the key niches in our industry, I thought it
would be useful to engage the leadership of key trade associations and special interest groups. Each represents an
important tract in a diverse “Satellite Nation.”

We begin on the ground, with a conversation with M. Brett
Belinsky, the chairman of World Teleport Association. The
teleport industry is the focal point for content moving up
and down (and, as they say, round and round.) With a majority of independent teleports in North America and
Europe, the larger operators tend to be headquartered in the
USA and England. That is changing. World Teleport
Association reports that it is growing beyond the boundaries
of North America. Eight of the association’s nine recent
members are from outside North America, while two of the
recipients of its annual awards were from the Middle East,
including the Independent Teleport of the Year (Jordan
Media City).

First, I felt that I should step-up to
the plate to do whatever I could to
guide and counsel WTA using my
experience. More significantly, I
believed that it was important to
build on the momentum, successes and hard work of the Board
prior to my election. WTA is the
only global voice for teleport operators. We advocate for their
interests. This led to the final
Brett Belinsky
thought, which is a desire to
make a tangible contribution to
ensure that WTA use its advocacy capabilities to generate
awareness and respect for the critical position of the teleport
industry.
LZ: Because teleports do not have the type of clout that a
satellite operator or a launch provider has, what is the most
effective way to get this done?

Belinsky: When WTA members raise issues that affect
their respective businesses, we research and validate them
With these and other new conditions at work in his industry, right way and report back. This is done through primary
M. Brett Belinsky, Strategy & Business Development Di- research and widely-circulated reports. We do it objecrector, with UK-based Arqiva, presides over a diverse, in- tively and this is important.
ternational membership and board of directors. I asked him
As someone who builds communities for a living, you can
about this and other issues:
appreciate that we have also focused on the ability of WTA
to build a terrific professional network, starting with the
Lou Zacharilla (LZ): You currently serve as the World
Teleport Association’s (WTA) chairman. It is a volunteer composition of our board and to connect various strategic
job. You cover a LOT of ground at Arqiva, which is, argua- partners. This ongoing communication improves teleport
bly, the world’s most important independent teleport opera- operations, gives members confidence in their work and we
tor. With everything on your plate, why did you feel it was hope has resulted in better business outcomes.
important to assume this key association position?
LZ: External and internal communications are so often
Belinsky: Lou, the satellite industry in general is going
overlooked, but essential to association management. Your
through enormous change. Among these are the fact that it background in media and public communication is useful
may be starting to feel the recessionary effects of the linger- here I would think. Teleport operators do operate in someing financial crisis. This will require a collaborative effort thing of vacuum, and need to be connected. This is someon the part of WTA’s board to make sure we remain as
what is ironic, since their entire business is about connecviable and as institutionally sound as we have become.
tivity!
LZ: How will this play itself out in client relationships and
behavior?
Belinsky: As teleport operators, we collectively see the
ground service part of our industry coming under massive
pressure. This is manifested by a consistent ‘more for less’
demand from customers. As I was assuming the WTA role,
I had three immediate thoughts regarding how to manage
the chairman’s seat of an industry association.
Satellite Executive Briefing

Belinsky: That is true, which makes WTA’s presence at
conferences, industry events and our Awards program in
Washington important.
LZ: I moderated an event a few weeks ago, hosted by a
WTA member, Globecomm in the USA. It was unique in
that it brought two customer groups together, wireless and
broadcast media over two days at their beautiful teleport in
Long Island, New York. We were exploring the converSeptember 2012
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gence of broadcast and wireless/mobile technologies, and
how the two industries seem to be inching toward one another. I emphasize “inching.” What is your top-level view
regarding this convergence?
Belinsky: 4th Generation LTE and other networks, i.e. 4G,
are upon us. However, I am not seeing much of a rollout
here in the UK because operators want to use the lower frequencies. I think the market is there, but the cost of doing it
at 3400-3800 MHz is prohibitive.

“...Most viewers are looking for a seamless
journey from one program to another.
Whether it's a scheduled broadcast or ondemand is unimportant to the viewer.
The challenge is making sure the content
is there and easily accessible…”
LZ: I heard that constantly at that Globecomm TechForum
event. The word “IP” crept into every conversation.

LZ: Where does it go from there?
Belinsky: Yes. IP platforms naturally attract a lot of discussion for obvious reasons. However, there is a need to select
distribution platforms carefully. It is increasingly important
to not under-resource the broadcast platforms which continue
LZ: From the WTA viewpoint, is there a need for a dialogue to grow quickly and at much larger volumes.
between the wireless community and teleports going forward?
LAZ: How about security issues? Several of the broadcast
network people wanted to talk about that as well.
Belinsky: Yes. For video streaming, 4G will allow existing
broadcasters to deliver their media to phones and tablets.
Belinsky: This is an issue that will continue to raise its head.
But we need to see if it may also open opportunities for
We have to ensure that platforms used for distribution are
broadcasters that are currently unavailable.
secure and protected against cyber attacks.

Belinsky: The availability of lower frequencies is the key to
the success.

LZ: The opportunity lies where it will always be found, in
developing ways to minimize costs of entry for customers,
right?
Belinsky: Precisely. At present, the costs vary from high to
extremely high. However, we all know that there is an
opportunity out there if we can get at these costs down and
deliver repeatable services.

LZ: I suspect that these technologies can be shared, or at
least offered so as to ensure that as an industry teleports can
go forward. What I am taking away from this discussion,
Brett, is that we are in a moment where there are no definitive answers.

Belinsky: It is one of those times. Yet we know people continue to watch television and that publishing to every device
in every format is not viable. Merely being an application
LZ: What is the challenge to teleports who want to develop
on a connected TV is not enough and content providers are
their business propositions further in this or another area,
beginning to see the benefit provided by the walled garden
especially the smaller operators? My view is that a collabo- environments of the pay TV platforms. Most viewers are
rative association needs to help.
looking for a seamless journey from one program to another.
Whether it's a scheduled broadcast or on-demand
Belinsky: Indeed. The real question is to understand where is unimportant to the viewer. The challenge is making sure
this content comes from and then to work together to see
the content is there and easily accessible.
where we play a role in “exporting it" to global territories for
the 4G networks. The answer at this stage is unknown,
LZ: And no one is more responsible or invested in that outwhich is all the more reason why satellite and teleport com- come than members of World Teleport Association.
munities need to be in dialogue with wireless network operators.
Belinsky: Viewers will go where the good content is. So
will companies looking for a valuable trade association. I
LZ: What are key trends and thoughts of which content pro- would urge small teleport operators, technology providers
viders and members need be aware?
and satellite services providers who are not members to go to
WTA and consider membership because there is good conBelinsky: There has been a flight to quality, where major
tent! Our website is: www.worldteleport.org
content partners are reducing risks for their channel origination and distribution efforts, and seeking best of breed soluLou Zacharilla is the Director of Developtions. There is also a significant bias towards “in-sourcing.”
ment of the Society of Satellite ProfessionMore content partners feel the capital investment and operaals International (SSPI). He can be
tional risk outweighs the cost of outsourcing for transmission
reached at: LZacharilla@sspi.org
excellence and year-round monitoring and technical support.
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Satellite-based Broadband for
Oil and Gas and Global Multi-End-User
Market Demand for HTS
by Martin Jarrold

I

n my last column for this publication I briefly referenced forthcoming GVF attention to “KL” and also
to “Ka”. This month I would like to
elaborate a little, with a key focus on
the ‘high throughput’ satellite (HTS)
capacity horizon as it relates to both the
GVF-EMP Conference Partnership vertically-oriented series Oil & Gas Communications – which continues with its
fifth visit to Kuala Lumpur in November 2012 – and also to a brand-new departure for the Partnership, focused on a
horizontally- and verticallyoriented approach to the subject of Ka-band, taking place
in London during December
2012.
Worldwide, satellite broadband continues as the hot
topic and the satellite industry is responding to accelerating demand for frequency
spectrum to satisfy the requirements for increasing
Internet bandwidth from a
wide range of end-users –
Corporate, Enterprise, Government, NGO, and Internet Service
Provision sectors, as well as the satellite
news gathering (SNG) segment, and the
consumer sector.
As of November 2011, new satellites
with ‘high throughput’ capability already numbered around 30 in geosynchronous (GEO) orbit alone, and satellite operators have announced plans for
additional ‘high throughput’ systems
that will see around 40 more satellites
in GEO, together with constellations of
other systems in medium earth orbit
(MEO) and low earth orbit (LEO).
Already orbited ‘high throughput’ systems use both satellite Ku band and Ka
band frequency ranges to bring access
to the types of communications services
and solutions demanded across the priSatellite Executive Briefing

ment has been launched by the GVFEMP Partnership. Entitled The Ka
Roundtable Assembly 2012: Satellite
Service Provision Game-Changer in
Action, the event will take place in asProviders of advanced – or ‘high sociation with Inmarsat and iDirect in
throughput’ – satellite systems have London on 5th & 6th December 2012.
clearly been responding to the increasing demand for more-and-more spec- The Roundtable Assembly format is
trum, at lower-and-lower cost, in order designed to facilitate a multi-faceted
to facilitate expanded broadband access, dialogue with as many perspectives
by developing ever more efficient, pow- represented as possible based on the
together
a
diversity
erful, and cost-effective space and bringing
of specialists, including
endusers from key vertical markets
(oil & gas, maritime, disaster
management
(NGOs)
and
broadcast), satellite operators, services and equipment
providers, OEMs and hardware
manufacturers, researchers and
legal/regulatory
specialists,
together with re-sellers and
value added re-sellers (VARs).
vate and public sectors, services that
should, according to the United Nations, be comprehensively available by
2015.

The event will have the support
of various expert consultants,
including Elisabeth Tweedie of
Definitive Direction. More inground segments. ‘High Throughput formation is provided at www.ukSatellites’ employing the satellite Ku emp.co.uk/future-events-2012-13.
band – and offering up to 45 Gbps of
throughput – have, of course, been in Prior to the Roundtable Assembly, the
service for a number of years, but now GVF-EMP programme at GVF Oil &
the satellite market has further re- Gas Communications South East
sponded to the demand for bandwidth Asia 2012: Redefining the Digital Oilby developing and deploying brand-new field - Onshore, Offshore, Deep &
state-of-the-art systems using Ka band Ultra-Deepwater, 20th & 21st Novem(and Ku band) to bring in excess of 1.3 ber in Kuala Lumpur will also include
Tbps of aggregate capacity to support topics related to ‘high throughput’ satelfixed (FSS), mobile (MSS), and broad- lite developments. This conference, the
casting (BSS) services.
5th in the Series dedicated to the South
East Asia oil & gas exploration & proWith the demand for spectrum never duction (E&P) environment, is being
abating, the satellite industry is taking a held in association with Inmarsat and
concerted lead in using frequency re- Intelsat.
use and multiple spot beam technologies to provision for still more, and now A two-day program will examine a
an event dedicated to the Ka band and combination of satellite-based commuother high throughput satellite environ- nications, and integrated satelliteSeptember 2012
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terrestrial hybrid communications solutions, to which the oil
& gas industry upstream segment (and also the downstream
segment) turns to play a vital role in providing the essential
connectivity to access the vital applications necessary to facilitate: Regional oil & gas industry optimisation of production and exploration activities; Efforts to enhance the region’s upstream domestic production; Maximised use of the
potential for Information & Communications Technologies
to enhance oil & gas recovery.

waters and also in countries such as the Philippines and
Burma which did not previously have any significant levels
of offshore activity. These developments are expected to
greatly increase demand for subsea units in a region which
traditionally has been dominated by shallow water production. This demand will make the region the third highest investor in the world in terms of offshore oil & gas CAPEX,
behind only Africa and Europe. Indeed, offshore CAPEX
across the region is in process of recovery from the low levels seen during the worst of the global recession.

The multiple disciplines and professional perspectives that
contribute to the above must always include reference to the
fact that mission critical operational success in the upstream
E&P environment is increasingly dependent on access to the
most efficient information and communications technologies
(ICTs).

Now, while it is true that ICT solutions represent only a
small fraction of energy companies’ total CAPEX and
OPEX, well-managed communications networks play a disproportionately great role in reducing expenditures not only
in exploration, drilling, and production, but in every other
area of operations. Such E&P cost-cutting will be essential
Despite a continuing general global economic malaise, as oil & gas consumption patterns in South East Asia drive
higher levels of economic activity and consequent growth in the search for new supplies that will extend the region’s
energy resource demand in parts of Asia continue to point proven hydrocarbon resources.
out the fact that Asia’s offshore energy industry does indeed
have significant potential to deliver on the need for assured GVF Oil & Gas Communications South East Asia 2012:
oil & gas supplies – on the basis of both continuing produc- Redefining the Digital Oilfield - Onshore, Offshore, Deep
tion from already operating fields and from exploitation of & Ultra-Deepwater will provide a wide range of extended
newly discovered reserves – with operator efforts to meet networking opportunities for communications end-users and
upward consumption trends from the region’s own hydrocar- solution vendor expert practitioners, set within the context of
bons resources. This is particularly the case not only for a conference programme in which the nature of the applicaChina and India, the region's giants, but also other major tions and connectivity imperatives of the regional energy
energy producing countries including Malaysia and Indone- market vertical will be addressed.
sia who face production decline if they do not take steps to
maintain exploration and production activity. For example, More information is available at www.uk-emp.co.uk/future
Indonesia, once a major oil exporter, became a net oil im- -events-2012-13. For details of all GVF-EMP events, please
porter in 2004 following declining domestic production and contact martin.jarrold@gvf.org or paul.stahl@ukrising consumption, and withdrawing from OPEC in 2008.
emp.co.uk.
As the recession rumbles on, domestically driven growth in
China is providing buoyancy to the region's major economies
which have so-far escaped the worst of the sharp slowdown
seen elsewhere. Although it slowed marginally in the second
quarter of 2012, the Chinese economy is still growing at a
rapid rate compared to other industrialising countries.
Even though the country faces some problems which could
slow oil demand growth in the region, including rising inflation and over-investment in infrastructure amid some broader
signs of economic overheating and structural weaknesses,
Chinese (and Indian) demand will be a key driver of investment in offshore E&P.
With such countries as China, India, Malaysia and Indonesia
seeking to expand exploration and production activity in
order to maximise local production and minimise imports,
the region is expected to remain a global leader in terms of
fixed platform installations. This will provide further support
to exploration and production activity in the long run, driven
by the region's National Oil Companies including Petronas,
Pertamina, CNOOC and ONGC.
Meanwhile, new oil frontiers are being opened up, in deeper
Satellite Executive Briefing

Martin Jarrold is Director of International
Programs of the GVF.
He can be
reached at martin.jarrold@gvf.org

Events Calendar
September 6-11, 2011, IBC 2012, RAI Exhibition Center, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, Tel.: +44 (0) 20
7832 4100, e-mail: info@ibc.org web: http://
www.ibc.org
September 10-14, 2012, World Satellite Business
Week, Westin Hotel, Paris, France, phone: + 33 1 49
23 75 30 web: http://www.satellite-business.com/
September, 19-21 2012, China Satellite 2012, Beijing, Hotel Nikko New Century, Contact person: Gloria Wong Phone: +-86-10-58494900
Fax: +86-10-62218122 Email: gloria@chinasatellite.org web: http://www.china-satellite.org/
index.htm
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Products and Services MarketPlace
A guide to key products and services showcased at IBC 2012 exhibition in Amsterdam from
September 7-11, 2012.
Advantech Wireless
Booth no. 1.A11
www.advantechwireless.com

With the launch of the AMOS-4 and AMOS-6 satellites,
Spacecom will expand its reach to serve additional markets,
including Asia and Russia, positioning the company as a
genuine multi-regional satellite operator.

Regardless of the choice of
media and regardless of the ARABSAT
protocol or mode of trans- Booth no. 1.C38
port – Wireless or Satellite, www.arabsat.com
Advantech Wireless is the
Arabsat has recently succeeded in
only company who can provide complete and mature solutransfering telecommunications nettions, with advanced capabilities for your broadcast needs.
work services from Arabsat-2B satellite to its new Arabsat-5C satellite at
Our Discovery Series VSAT Satellite Solutions can broad20 degrees East which was launched
cast your message around the globe, simultaneously to thousuccessfully in September 2011.
sands of remote sites. Advantech Wireless’ DVB modulator
and demodulator products with built-in multiplexing and
The new satellite carries telecommuencryption options, and the vehicle-mounted and fly-away
nications networks for the Arab
antenna systems, with fast single-button auto-pointing, are
States and the African continent and
great for getting content in from the field.
private networks operating at KaYears of R&D combined with real-world performance re- band in addition to Direct To Home bouquets transmitted in
veals that Advantech Wireless GaN-based SSPAs and BUCs C-band to the African continent. With more than 450 FTA
are opening completely new market opportunities for Satel- TV channels, 160 radio channels, 30 HDTV channels and
lite based Communications with unmatched performance, four Pay TV networks, Arabsat has the largest Arab commuhigh reliability and low OPEX. Advantech Wireless has de- nity in the sky.
veloped a full line of Solid State Power Amplifiers (SSPAs),
which are ideal for both content contribution and TV distri- AVL Technologies
bution.
Booth no. 5.A49
Regardless of the choice of physical interface, Advantech
Wireless’ terrestrial microwave solutions can carry your
broadcasting signal via DVB-ASI, STM-1, DS3/E3, E1/T1
or plain IP.

Amos - Spacecom
Booth no. 1.C65
www.amos-spacecom.com
Spacecom operates the AMOS
satellite fleet, currently consisting of the AMOS-2, AMOS-3
and AMOS-5 satellites. AMOS
-2 and AMOS-3, co-located at
the 4°W "hot spot" orbital position, deliver a wide range of
communications and broadcasting services to Europe and the
Middle East. AMOS-5, located at the 17°E orbital position,
offers a pan-African C-band beam, connecting Europe and
the Middle East alongside three Ku-band regional beams,
enabling it to be a prime carrier of African traffic in both
broadcast and data services.
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www.avltech.com
AvL Technologies designs and manufactures mobile, motorized antenna systems
and positioners featuring high performance
carbon fiber reflectors, auto-acquisition controllers, and the
unique AvL cable drive system. Ideal for small aperture antennae, it boasts zero backlash, high stiffness, light weight
ruggedness, reliability, and cost effectiveness.
AvL has designed and developed SNG antennae for
1.0M,1.2M, 1.4M,1.6M, 2.0M and 2.4M apertures and a
diverse product line of rugged motorized FlyAway packages, many available in back-pack configurations, some as
small as to meet airline requirements for cabin baggage.
AvL, now recognized as the leading producer of SNG antenna systems in the USA and fast becoming known worldwide, developed the first motorized, auto-acquisition Mobile
VSAT antenna system designed specifically for IP broadcast. AvL has over fifteen thousand high-quality antennae
for C-band, X,-band, Ku-band, DBS-band, and Ka-band in
service throughout the world for SNG, military, emergency
communications, disaster management, mobile medicine,
September 2012
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and other speciality applications.

changes. Another
valuable feature is that
AvL is now offering three-year warranties on its 2012 mo- all operational data is
bile VSAT antennas.
saved within the controller’s non-volatile
memory for up to
Cobham Tracstar
fourteen years, providBooth no. 1.F41
ing a complete history
www.cobham.com/tracstar
of the HPA system in
Cobham TracStar Land Systems is an international pro- the event of service or
vider of mobile satellite communications technology to Gov- repair. The XTCT Comtech Xicom’s New XTCT
Controller
controller measures 19
ernment (military and civil), Commer-inches
wide
by
5.22cial Media, Energy and Mining, and
inches high by 9-inches deep and weighs less than 7 pounds.
Enterprise markets. We have a comIt includes redundant AC power supplies.
prehensive offering of products and
services including Comm-on-theGazprom Space Systems
Move, Comm-on-the-Pause, and ManBooth no. 4.C60
Packable antenna systems delivering
www.gazprom-spacesystems.ru
video, data and voice connectivity
worldwide.
Gazprom Space Systems (formerly Gascom) is a private
commercial,
nongovernmental
satellite
operator based in Russia.
The main shareholder is
Gazprom, one of the largest energy companies in
the world.
Gazprom
Space Systems’ orbital fleet consists of three mid-size satellites under the Yamal brand. Gazprom Space Systems’
For more information, contact Cobham at +1 (407) 650ground infrastructure consists of four teleports in the city of
9054 or sales@tracstar.net.
Moscow and in the surrounding Moscow region, which are
connected to the main telecom backbones by means of fiberComtech Xicom Technology
optic lines. The company also has a wide network of earth
Booth no. 1.F80
stations across Russia.
The TracStar LVT Series of Manual Tracstar LVT 750P8
Backpack Terminals provides a
Terminal
heavy duty, ruggedized, selfcontained mobile system designed
for easy portability and field-swappable Ku-, Ka- and Xband operations. Pictured here is the LVT 750P8, with an 8segment carbon fiber reflector and tripod. BUCs, LNBs, and
manual pointing tools for smartphones are also available.

www.xicomtech.com

Comtech Xicom Technology, Inc., is introducing at IBC a
new, compact, LCD (liquid crystal display) touch screen
controller for high-power amplifiers (HPAs). The new LCD
touch screen provides an easy-to-use interface for monitoring and controlling multiple amplifiers and switches.

In Russia Gazprom Space Systems is not only a satellite
operator but also a service provider and system integrator.
Within Russia, along with satellite capacity, it provides satellite services including satellite links, video distribution,
Internet access and network development and management.

Comtech Xicom Technology’s new generation of XTCT GlobeCast
rack-mount controllers provide an easy to use, intuitive Booth no. 1.A29
touch screen interface for monitoring and controlling out- www.globecast.com
door amplifiers (ODUs) used for commercial or military
satellite uplinks. The new full-color LCD touch screen front
At IBC 2012 GlobeCast will
panel displays the HPA’s operational status, including power
demonstrate solutions that aloutput, temperature, graphical displays of parameter trend
low broadcasters to "take conanalysis, and event logs. Local and remote diagnostics can
tent further." Through the comalso be easily performed via an Ethernet interface.
pany's strong global presence and technological expertise,
GlobeCast empowers content providers to generate addiThe new model XTCT controller is housed in an industry- tional revenue and remain competitive across screens, destandard 3RU, 19-inch rack unit and can be configured for vices, and delivery platforms. The company will be exhibitcontrolling a single amplifier or multiple amplifiers in 1:N ing alongside its sister company NETIA.
redundancy systems. The controller can be reconfigured for
different system requirements without expensive hardware At IBC2012, GlobeCast will be demonstrating the com-
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pany's proven solutions across three main areas:

Hispasat has developed into one of the leading satellite operators in the world today and one of the leaders in terms of
licenses on the American continent. Landing rights have
been obtained through after extensive effort during the past
few years in almost all of the countries in the Americas and
North Africa.

Content
Management
and
Delivery
A solutions provider for content management and delivery,
GlobeCast will be showcasing scalable playout and origination solutions that allow broadcasters to adapt content to
local markets anywhere in the world and simplify the overall
content distribution process. NETIA and GlobeCast will also
be showing Media Asset Management (MAM) software and NEWTEC
services to help broadcasters and content creators manage Booth no. 1.A48
and optimize their workflows.
www.newtec.eu
Global
Satellite
and
Fiber
Network
In addition to taking content further technologically, GlobeCast takes content physically further — thanks to the company's diverse capacity on satellites covering all five continents and 92,000 km of fiber spanning the globe. Hybrid
solutions using both satellite and fiber ensure that broadcasters get the most adapted and cost-effective solution possible.
Visitors will be able to view an HD video on the stand that
discusses GlobeCast's worldwide satellite and fiber delivery
services in more detail.

Newtec will launch a new satellite modem portfolio at IBC
2012. The range features a variety of specs appropriate for
consumers, enterprise markets, service providers, governments and large-scale operations over satellite requiring
even higher speed returns:

The Newtec MDM2200 IP Satellite Modem, designed for
consumers and SME’s, offers download speeds up to 16
Mbps and 3.5 Mbps upload alongside the lowest power consumption
available
on
Content
Aggregation
and
D i s t r i b u t i o n the market.
GlobeCast now offers solutions for the aggregation and distribution of content. With a specialty in international con- For
high
tent, GlobeCast has long and established relationships with throughput
hundreds of international channels as well with cable, tele- B2B applicacom, and IPTV bouquet operators. GlobeCast leverages tions the Newthese relationships, in addition to the market knowledge it tec MDM3100
has gained, in each of the 17 countries around the world IP
Satellite
where GlobeCast is present.
Modem will Newtec’s new Satellite Modem Portfolio
easily handle
Hispasat/Hispamar Satélites
up to 45 Mbps download and 5 Mbps upload; with a future
release increasing this to 10 Mbps.
Booth no. 5.A41

www.hispasat.es

Finally the hotly anticipated Newtec MDM6000 Satellite
Modem completes the portfolio and will also be launched at
the show. This modem bundle is capable of handling speeds
up to 2 x 380 Mbps, and already has the upcoming S2extensions candidates (including new modulation codes up
to 64 APSK and 72 Mbaud) on board. These S2-extensions
promise an efficiency increase of 15 to 37% on top of DVBS2. The new modem portfolio fully integrates Newtec technologies including:

Covering all of the Americas, Hispamar Satélites – a Hispasat Group company – offers an extensive range of satellite communication services through the Amazonas 1 and
Amazonas 2 satellites: IP,
Broadcast, Corporate, Telecom,
Government, Distance Learning, Telemedicine and Digital
Signage. Amazonas 1 and Amazonas 2 are two of the biggest and most powerful satellites serving the American Continent and operate collocated at 61º W offering both C- and Clean Channel Technology™ (CCT) which increases effiKu-band capacity, with immediate availability of high qual- ciency up to 15% by using low roll-off factors, advanced
filter technologies and optimal carrier spacing.
ity Ku-band capacity for North America.
The Amazonas 1 satellite, is specifically designed to provide
broadcast and multimedia services, provides services
throughout the American continent including the entire US
mainland, with connectivity to Europe and North Africa.
The Amazonas 2 satellite was launched in 2009 in the 61º
West orbital position and serves the entire American continent from Alaska in North America to Tierra del Fuego in
South America.
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FlexACM® switches between maximum efficiency and robust modulation when needed, giving maximum throughput
and availability in all circumstances.
Automated Equalink® provides significant improvements by
pre-distorting the modulated signal, which gives up to 10%
extra efficiency on a transponder.
Newtec’s Bandwidth Cancellation combines the forward and
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return transmission in the same satellite bandwidth giving up WORK Microwave
to 30% extra efficiency gain.
Booth no. 4.B63

www.work-microwave.de

Combining these technologies brings significant gains to
your transponder efficiency, as demonstrated in the recent
With more than 25 years of global expertise designing satelworld record-breaking announcements by Newtec.
lite communications technologies for the broadcast, satellite,
and telco markets, WORK Microwave will introduce a
Satservice GmbH
wide range of technology advancements at IBC2012. VisiBooth no. 1.F47
tors to the booth can view a live demonstration of the comwww.satservice-gmbh.de
pany's DVB-S2 IP-Modem SK-IP and see the latest addition
to WORK Microwave's modem range, the new DVB-S2
SatService Gesellschaft für Kommunikationssysteme is Modem SK-DV Combined Data and Video Modem, two
pleased to announce the launch of its new sat-nms IMC19G cutting-edge solutions that maximize an operator's bandImpedance Converter Chassis for satellite ground station width while simultaneously lowering costs.
applications at IBC in Amsterdam. The company has delivered over the years a number of different impedance con- DVB-S2 Modem SK-DV Combined Data and Video Moverter modules and solutions. The product is a response to dem
customer demand in the satcom market for an integrated For the first time at IBC2012, WORK Microwave will display an innovative new data and video modem designed to
standard 19” rack mount solution.
streamline an operator's signal transmission setup. Utilizing
A total of 20 impedance converters are provided in a 1RU DaVid technology, the DVB-S2 Modem SK-DV simultane19” drawer. The chassis has the room at the rear panel for 20 ously transports
both
data
of these con(network converters and the
nection)
and
minimum numlive
broadcast
ber installed is
(video content)
10. In steps of
over a single
additional 5 of
DVB-S2 Modem SK-DV
satellite carrier,
these
impedaggregating
ance converters
the chassis can sat nms IMC 19G Impedance Converter multiple MPEG transport streams and IP data into a unified
DVB-S2 multistream.
be upgraded to
a total of 20.
Ideal for broadcasters, telcos, and satellite operators relying
Two different versions of impedance converters can operate on a hybrid infrastructure that requires TS and IP interfaces,
either solely in L-band with low loss or broadband from 50 the DVB-S2 Modem SK-DV includes a powerful set of features, including traffic shaping, cross layer design, Generic
to 2200MHz.
Stream Encapsulation, and OptiACM, that maximize data
throughput and bandwidth use while reducing operational
Walton De-Ice
and capital expenditures.
Booth no. 1.F33

www.de-ice.com

DVB-S2 IP-Modem SK-IP and XipLink's Bandwidth
Optimization Technology

Walton De-Ice designs and manufactures the broadest line
of equipment available for preventing the accumulation of Based on a close cooperation with XipLink, a leading prosnow and/or ice on satellite earth sta- vider of bandwidth optimization technology, WORK Microtion antennas.
wave will showcase increased efficiencies for its DVB-S2 IP
-Modem SK-IP. Integrated into a single environment with
Walton De-ice offers several options XipLink's XA family of scalable appliances, the DVB-S2 IP
for heating including, gas heaters with -Modem SK-IP offers service providers, corporate networks,
their economical operation advantages and telcos a more reliable method for optimizing throughput
or the low maintenance Stainless Steel Electric Heaters.
and increasing the available amount of bandwidth on their
networks. Rather than pre-setting inaccurate minimum and
At IBC 2012, Walton De-ice will be providing demos of its maximum data rates, users can now leverage WORK Micronew Rain Quake product specifically designed for Ka-Band wave's OptiACM feature with XipLink's sophisticated traffic
antennas as well as its complete product line of de-icing shaping functionality to determine real-time minimum and
systems including its very reliable Ice Quake system.
maximum data rates for each content type for up to 100
Quality of Service (QoS) classes.
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MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS
CETel Group Acquires
Teleport Kabel Deutshland
CETel Group (Central European Telecom Services) announced the acquisition of the Teleport Kabel Deutschland Holding AG registered in Unterföhring, Germany, which was designed
and built by System Integrator Hitron
GmbH.

CETel’s Teleport near Cologne, Germany

Under the terms of the agreement, GeoEye shareowners will have the right to
select either 1.137 shares of DigitalGlobe common stock and $4.10 per
share in cash, 100 percent of the consideration in cash ($20.27) or 100 percent
of the consideration in stock (1.425
shares of DigitalGlobe common stock),
for each share of GeoEye stock they
own. The amount of cash and stock
subject to proration depends upon the
elections of GeoEye shareholders, such
that aggregate consideration mix reflects the ratio of 1.137 shares of DigitalGlobe common stock and $4.10 per
share in cash. Based upon the closing
prices of DigitalGlobe and GeoEye as
of July 20, 2012, the transaction delivers a premium of 34 percent to GeoEye’s July 20, 2012, closing price of
$15.17 per share. Upon completion of
the transaction, DigitalGlobe shareowners are expected to own approximately
64 percent and GeoEye shareowners are
expected to own approximately 36 percent of the combined company. The
transaction structure will allow both
DigitalGlobe and GeoEye shareowners
to participate in the substantial value
creation opportunity resulting from this
combination.

The antennas reaching up to 9.4m along
with the corresponding RF infrastructure have been migrated successfully to
CETel Group’s Teleport near Cologne
and will be operational for C- and KuBand services on satellites in demand
such as Eutelsat 10E and 3C, which are The combined company will be named
well suited for maritime services in the DigitalGlobe and continue to trade on
Mediterranean Sea & Gulf region.
the NYSE under the symbol DGI. It
will have a 10-member board of direcThe acquisition complements CETel’s tors, with six initial members from the
other holdings, which consists of CETel current DigitalGlobe board and four
Germany, CETel Middle East in the initial members from the board of GeoUAE and Geolink Satellite Services in Eye. Jeffrey R. Tarr, President and
France.
Chief Executive Officer of DigitalGlobe, will serve as President and Chief
DigitalGlobe and GeoEye
Executive Officer of the combined
Merge
company, and General Howell M. Estes
III, Chairman of the Board of DigitalDigitalGlobe, Inc. and GeoEye, Inc. Globe, will serve as Chairman. It is
have announced that the boards of di- anticipated that, after close, Matt
rectors of both companies have unani- O'Connell, Chief Executive Officer and
mously approved a definitive merger President of GeoEye, will assist the
agreement under which the companies management of the combined company
will combine in a stock and cash trans- in an advisory capacity. The company
action valued at approximately US$900 will be headquartered in Colorado, have
million.
a large and important presence in Missouri and Virginia, and maintain offices
Satellite Executive Briefing

in
other
locations
around the
globe.
The combined company will conservatively have a pro forma 2012 revenue
base of more than $600 million, after
adjusting for the currently proposed
lower U.S. government fiscal year 2013
EnhancedView funding plan. As a result, the combined company would
therefore have better revenue certainty,
lower dependence on the U.S. government as a source of revenue, a higher
percentage of commercial and international revenue, and be well positioned
for future growth.

EXECUTIVE MOVES
Simon Farnsworth Appointed
CEO of GlobeCast Australia
GlobeCast Australia announced the
retirement of its Chief Executive Officer, Mike Lattin, who will continue
with the company in an important advisory role. The company also announced
the appointment of Simon Farnsworth
as Chief Executive Officer. The
changes have immediate effect.
Farnsworth has worked for ten years
with the GlobeCast Group, most recently as Global Head of the GlobeCast
Group's Broadcast Contribution services.

Thuraya Appoints T. Sanford
Jewett as VP of Marketing
Thuraya Telecommunications Company announced the appointment of T.
Sanford Jewett as their new Vice
President, Marketing. Jewett brings his
expertise in international markets to
Thuraya and will play a major role in
leading the expansion of Thuraya’s
global marketing strategies. Sanford has
over 25 years of experience in the wireless, internet and satellite industries. His
September 2012
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experience includes
an extensive focus
on introducing technology companies
into new markets.
Before
joining
Thuraya,
Jewett
oversaw Strategy
& Business De- T. Sanford Jewett
velopment for the
mobile services group at Time Warner
Cable, the number 2 cable TV operator
in the US market with over 15 million
residential and business customers.

Ronald E. Thompson, Jr. Joins
Analytical Graphics
Analytical Graphics announced that it
has hired Col Ronald E. Thompson,
Jr., USAF, Retired, former chief of the
Space and Missile Systems Center's
(SMC's) Space Situational Awareness
(SSA) Division.
Thompson will serve as AGI's vice
president of business development for
strategic projects, focusing on customer
success. He brings 14 years of senior
executive managerial and leadership
experience, with expertise in systems
including ground/space, missile warning, missile defense, space control,
Command & Control and space surveillance.
Prior to SMC, Thompson worked at the
Missile Defense Agency and various
U.S. Air Force offices. He has worked
on the Ballistic Missile Defense System
(BMDS), Space-Based Infrared System
(SBIRS) and Air Force Satellite Control
Network (AFSCN), among many others.
Thomson holds an M.S. in systems
management from the University of
Southern California, and a B.S. in aerospace engineering from Texas A&M
University.
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Harmonic Adds Executive and marketing strategies, he spent 15 years
with Cisco Systems, where he served as
Board Leadership
Harmonic announced key appointments to its executive team and board
of directors. Peter Alexander, the company's new senior vice president and
chief marketing officer, drives Harmonic's global corporate marketing
initiatives. Krishnan Padmanabhan,
named senior vice president of video
products, leads the management of Harmonic's extensive
video product and
solutions portfolio.
Alexander and Padmanabhan will be
fundamental in Harmonic's efforts to
accelerate its success
in broadcast and IPbased video production, playout, Padmanabhan
and all delivery
service provider markets. Joining Harmonic's board is Mitzi Reaugh, senior
vice president, strategy and business
development at Miramax, a leading
independent film and television studio.
Harmonic's Nimrod Ben-Natan now
heads up the company's new Edge and
Access business unit as senior vice
president and general manager. In this
role, Ben-Natan will oversee R&D and
product management for Harmonic's
market-leading edge and access products, including its emerging CCAP initiative, with the goal of leveraging the
company's market position and increasing footprint and revenue. For the past
five years, Ben-Natan has successfully
led Harmonic's product marketing, solutions and strategy group.
Alexander joins Harmonic with more
than three decades of experience in
sales, marketing, and engineering hardware and software solutions for the telecommunications industry. A proven
marketing executive with broad experience managing multibillion-dollar product lines, as well as executing global

vice president of worldwide field marketing. Alexander earned his B.Eng
from the University of Bradford and his
MBA from the University of California,
Berkeley.

Padmanabhan joins Harmonic after
having most recently served as vice
president and general manager of the
Manageability and Ecosystem Integration business unit at NetApp, where his
organization focused on storage management solutions, as well as integration of storage infrastructure with business-critical applications. Padmanabhan
earned his BSE in aerospace engineering from Princeton University and his
M.S. and a Ph.D. in mechanical engineering from Stanford University.
Both Padmanabhan and Alexander will
be based in San Jose and report directly
to Harshman.

Orbital Names Daniel Tani
VP Of Mission and
Cargo Operations
Orbital Sciences Corporation announce
that Mr. Daniel Tani has rejoined the
company as Vice President of Mission
and Cargo Operations in the Advanced
Programs Group, based in Dulles, Virginia.
Mr. Tani will support cargo and mission
operations activities for Orbital’s Commercial Orbital Transportation Services
(COTS) shared research and development program demonstration mission
with NASA, as well as the Commercial
Resupply Services (CRS) program missions that will provide a U.S.-developed
capability to supply the International
Space Station (ISS) with vital consumables, scientific instruments and other
life-sustaining supplies. He will also
support independent reviews of selected
high-value Orbital programs.
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Satellite DTH Boom Contnues
London, UK, July 26, 2012--The number of pay Direct to to 38% by 2017 as satellite homes are encouraged to convert
Home (DTH) homes for 80 countries covered in a new report to IPTV.
by Digital TV Research will be 220 million by end-2017, up
from 154 million at end-2011 and 91 million at end-2007. DTH revenues will overtake cable TV revenues in 2015.
India will lead the sector with 50.9
DTH revenues will reach US$91
million pay DTH homes in 2017,
billion in 2017, up from US$76
followed by the US with 36.5 milbillion in 2011. The US will relion. Russia (14.7 million) and Bramain DTH market leader, though
zil (14.6 million) will take third and
its share of the total will fall from
fourth places respectively.
46% in 2011 to 42% in 2017. Brazil will add the most DTH revenues (US$3.86 billion) between
The Global Satellite TV Forecasts
2011 and 2017 – nearly doubling
report states that India will add 22.8
its total in the process. The US will
million subs, Brazil 7.6 million and
grow by US$3.1 billion, meaning
Indonesia 6.7 million from the 66
that Brazil and the US will contribmillion extra subscribers between
ute nearly half of the extra reve2011 and 2017.
nues.
Pay DTH penetration was at 11.1%
of TV households at end-2011, and will reach 14.4% by Report author Simon Murray said: “However, DTH revenues
2017. Penetration in 2017 will be highest in South Africa will decline for 17 countries between 2011 and 2017. Much
(60%), Poland (45%) and Ireland (44%). Penetration in Indo- of this is due to greater competition forcing down ARPUs.
nesia will climb from 5% in 2011 to 18% by 2017. Con- Furthermore, low-cost DTH packages are making a signifiversely, penetration in Malaysia will fall from 47% in 2011 cant impact in several countries.”
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TV Viewing Increasing Accompanied by Social Media
Stockholm, Sweden, August 28, 2012--The results of Ericsson ConsumerLab's annual study - presented in the TV &
Video Consumer Trend Report 2012 - reveal that social TV
is becoming a mass-market phenomenon. Sixty-two percent
of consumers use social media while watching TV on a
weekly basis, an increase of 18 percentage points in one
year. By gender, 66 percent of women engage in this behavior, compared to 58 percent of men. Twenty-five percent of
consumers use social media to discuss what they are watching while they are watching it.
Niklas Rönnblom, Ericsson ConsumerLab Senior Advisor,
says: "Mobile devices are an important part of the TV experience, as 67 percent of consumers use smartphones, tablets, or laptops for TV and video viewing. Furthermore, sixty
percent of consumers say they use on-demand services on a
weekly basis. Watching TV on the move is growing in popularity, and 50 percent of the time spent watching TV and
video on the smartphone, is done outside the home, where
mobile broadband connections are facilitating the increase."
Although viewing behaviors and demands are changing, only
7 percent of consumers say they will reduce their TV subscriptions in the future. In fact, instead of looking to cut
costs, consumers are willing to pay more for an enhanced

viewing experience: 41 percent of consumers say they are
willing to pay for TV and video content in HD.
More than half of consumers want to be able to choose their
own TV and video content. Rönnblom says: "As the number
of screens and services increase, people are eagerly looking
for an easy-to-use, aggregated service that can bring everything together. It should allow consumers to mix on-demand
and linear TV including live content, facilitate content discovery, leverage the value of social TV and provide seamless
access across devices."
Data was collected in Brazil, Chile, China, Germany, Italy,
Mexico, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Taiwan, UK and the
US. In all, 14 qualitative and 12,000 quantitative online interviews were conducted representing more than 460 million
consumers.
Ericsson ConsumerLab gains its knowledge through a global
consumer research program based on interviews with
100,000 individuals each year, in more than 40 countries and
15 megacities - statistically representing the views of 1.1
billion people. Both quantitative and qualitative methods are
used, and hundreds of hours are spent with consumers from
different cultures.

Satellite Market Growth Boosted by Video Services
Paris, August 23, 2012- Euroconsult’s latest research report,
Satellite Communications & Broadcasting Markets Survey,
Forecasts to 2021, revealed that 2011 was a good year for
FSS operators, with 4% growth in regular transponder capacity, 33% growth in High Throughput Satellite (HTS) capacity, and a $724 million increase for total capacity leasing
revenues. Earnings were mostly influenced by increasing
capacity demand for video services and rising competition in
emerging markets.

growth rates of at least 5-6% with double-digit growth in
certain cases. Euroconsult anticipates that overall video distribution capacity demand in established markets will continue to remain stable over the next five years.

More and more global and regional operators are investing
beyond their borders, increasing competition in the Middle
East, Africa and Southeast Asia. From the additional 240plus transponders leased in 2011, over 90% were sold in
emerging regions. However, market growth in the emerging
“The FSS industry is growing significantly despite the global regions has somewhat slowed down compared to previous
financial crisis. We’ve entered the seventh consecutive year years.
of operating margin growth, and the weighted average adjusted EBITDA margin jumped to 75% for FSS operators While growth in regular capacity is currently led by emergdisclosing results,” noted Pacôme Revillon, CEO at Euro- ing regions, progress in the use of HTS capacity is more
consult. “However, the variety of operators investing in new spread across established markets, with North America at the
capacities, particularly in emerging regions, is creating a top of the list. Euroconsult notes that the HTS market is still
highly competitive environment. Diverging trends could be in an early stage in other regions and its impact on regular
observed in the differences regions, with risks of oversupply capacity leases will be tested in the next three to five years.
and capacity pricing rising in certain areas. Africa, Asia and The balance between supply and demand can significantly
Latin America should still continue attract more strategic change in the next three years in several world regions, reinvestors in the coming years,” he added. Video distribution sulting in competitive pressure among operators.
represented almost half of all transponder demand in 2011.
The majority of markets in emerging regions presented
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Broadband Targets Needs Focus on the User Experience
London, August 28, 2012--Policy makers and politicians
across Europe should be taking much more account of what
users actually need as they plan to roll out superfast broadband across the continent, according to Tim Johnson, of
broadband specialists Point Topic. This announcement
comes directly from the Broadband Forum quarterly meeting
in Bucharest, where Johnson provided a key presentation on
his thoughts about the broadband market.

over fixed broadband services, and official figures show that
4.3 million households in Germany are in the same situation.

“Meanwhile, the media is being sold the message that nothing but optical fiber all the way to the home will do for
broadband in the twenty-teens – but that’s not the most costeffective way of providing what people actually need,” Johnson explains. He believes that the policy makers should be
focusing on the extra homes connected per pound or per
“Every European country is planning how to deliver super- euro, plus the need for good performance at the speeds peofast to all its citizens by 2020,” Johnson points out. “But the ple actually use. “Twenty megabits with good quality of seremphasis is too much on the headline speeds and not enough vice is better than 100 megabits without,” he says.
on the user experience.”
The official targets also ignore issues like performance
“While politicians may boast of having the fastest internet in across multiple superfast networks using different technoloEurope, about 40 million homes still can’t get 2 megabits. gies, needed for users to get good quality end-to-end perThey need at least that speed for a good experience watching formance on video calls for example. There is also an issue
about the proposed use of mobile networks to fill the gaps in
internet video, such as YouTube or BBC iPlayer.”
fixed broadband coverage. Although they may meet the
Point Topic has mapped broadband availability across speed requirement at a basic level they are not technically
Europe to support the EU’s Digital Agenda. They estimate well-adapted to supporting the continuous high-volume
that 3.4 million homes in Britain can’t get 2 megabits today flows of data which video applications need.
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Conference Report

Techforum 2012 Focus on Innovation
by Virgil Labrador, Editor-in-Chief

T

he annual Techforum event organized by Globecomm focused on “The Innovators’ Edge” and did
not disappoint. Held at its facility in Long Island,
New York from August 6-7, 2012 attracted over 100 participants representing a broad cross-section of companies from
both the wireless and broadcast sectors. T his year’s event
included keynotes from David Kline, CTO, Viacom Media
Networks and Bradley Blanken, Vice President, Rural Cellular Association as well as networking functions.
Techforum is Globecomm's annual meeting for customers
and colleagues. It is devoted to showing decision-makers
how to get the best out of innovation in the world’s fastestmoving fields, which are fast converging in terms of customers, content and technology. Some of the key topics covered
at the forum included:



Mobile and Wireless. From spectrum battles to nextgen evolution, carriers face tough choices about how to deliver a connected experience to subscribers while controlling
costs and building profits.



Digital Video. Broadcast and business professionals are
grappling with the challenges of convergence in video and
IT platforms, file-based distribution and the evolution of the
video cloud.
The conference was organized into two separate tracks: Mobile/Wireless and the Broadcast track. At the end of the one
day conference there was a plenary session which combined
the participants in each track. Surprisingly, the final plenary
session chaired by SSPI Executive Director Lou Zacharilla
revealed similar trends that affect the mobile and broadcast
sectors, namely, the new multiplatform media environment
that requires new solutions and innovative ways to deliver
content to end-users anytime, anywhere and in the format
they want it.

change,” said
Viacom’s
Goldstein.
In the panel on
“Maximizing
Broadcast
Spectrum Efficiency” Dave
Chilson, Associate Director,
Broadcast
D i s t r ib u t i o n
Services
of
CBS said that
they are currently looking
at how to
make ther use
of
satellite Globecomm CTO Stephen Yablonski
transponder
presenting at the Techforum.
more efficient
and may have to use less than their current inventory of 10
transponders to save on costs. The issue of rising transponder prices was raised at that panel. In response, Newtec’s Slava Freyter said that they have developed bandwidth
optimization products that will enable broadcasters to more
efficiently manage bandwidth.
In the closing keynote, Craig Stein, EVP and General Manager, US region of Ericsson said that 50 Billion devices by
2020 and internet traffic will grow five times by 2015. He
said that the new consumers of media not only want more
bandwidth, they need to be reliable and faster. “People will
pay more for a better user experience,” said Stein. There
certainly won’t be any shortage of demand for bandwidth, so
the industry needs all the innovation it can muster to meet
the growing demand.

The full-day conference included panel discussions, product If you missed this year’s Techforum, you can view the sesdemonstrations and tours of Globecomm’s facilities. Prior to sions online at Globecomm’s website at:
the conference attendees were given several networking op- www.globecomm.com
tions including a wine tour, a round of golf or fishing.
A panel was devoted to the subject of “Technology Success
in a Multiscreen World” moderated by Tom Parish, of
Globecomm and featured Glenn Goldstein, Vice-President,
Media Technology Strategy of Viacom Media Networks and
Peter Wharton, Strategic Account Manager, Systems and
Solutions, Miranda Technology. “As TV becomes one of
many connected devices, the technology requirements are
becoming increasingly complex. The keys to technology
success is the ability to adopt to rapid and disruptive
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Virgil Labrador is the Editor-in-Chief of
Satellite Market and Research based in Los
Angeles, California. He is the author of two
books on the satellite industry and has been
covering the industry for various publications
since 1998. Before that he worked in various capacities in
the industry, including a stint as marketing director for the
Asia Broadcast Center, a full-service teleport based in Singapore. He can be reached at virgil@satellitemarkets.com
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Industry Initiatives

GVF Network Validation and
Quality Assurance Initiative

by Riaz Lamak

T

he key mandate of the Global
VSAT Forum (GVF) is provide
assistance to the satellite communication industry. Among many, one
of the major challenges faced by the
industry is the problem of signal interference. With the satellite industry looking at different solutions, the GVF has
taken lead in a number of initiatives
towards interference mitigation and
prevention. One of the most recent initiative towards reducing interference is
the GVF Network Validation & Quality
Assurance Program.
In a troubled network, the network
owners and/or the service provider;
usually need a non-partisan third
party experts to evaluate as well as
advice measures which will help
achieve performance parameters in
bringing network back into alignment. This is done very effectively
through the Network Validation program.

phase the initial TOR; RFP; Contract &
Order from the client is studied; so as
to quantify and set benchmarks for
measurements vis-à-vis availability to
have the Gap Analysis.

the Hub - NOC - End User SPOC
(Single Point of Contact) as well as
other Service providers; OEM; System
Integrator who has equipment in the
particular network and are supporting
them.

Technical Vetting & On Site Visits:
Our team of domain knowledge experts Get the client, end user, main service
will undertake rigorous activities to get providers, and respective support entiinto the depth of the situation such as:
ties in the room together and explain
findings. Suggest fine tuning and bring
Technical vetting: Study & Review them on the same page, to ensure soluLink Budget; Bandwidth Planning for tions for optimum performance. Wherthe required applications; Throughput; ever needed, to educate the customer
and explain the capabilities/
limitations of the network if any
vis-a-vis what they have ordered
and are using, thereby set right the
expectation level. If required, suggest technical upgrades and resizing bandwidth to suit current
requirements vis-a-vis applications.
Reporting: Prepare consolidated
report of the findings; Discuss solutions and efforts needed to optimize; Mention agreed roadmap by
the service provider and the client
for performance enhancement.

Networks need to run reliably and
efficiently on a 24x7x365 basis to
ensure the steady stream of informa- Network validation and quality assurtion and data to government, NGOs ance will eliminate sources of signal
and corporate entities. With more interference.
List recommendations to mitigate
and more service providers entering
challenges faced in the network
the network provisioning market, the Test Latency; Ping Response; Get data and submit hard as well as soft copies
challenge is to qualify networks and from the NMS, Visit Hub, NOC & (including photographs; screen shots;
ensure quality for end-users.
Teleport; Check on the backhaul per- available NMS reports to substantiate.)
formance, Sizing; etc…
The purpose of this exercise is to idenSynopsis of the Initiative
Site Visits: Assess the quality of instal- tify gaps, work out solutions and ensure
The program is end-to end. Various lation and maintenance; Weather proof- satisfaction for all the stake holders.
phases of the GVF Network Validation ing of connectors; Placement of the Care is taken not to point mistakes or to
program are as follows:
equipments outdoor and indoor; Check blame anyone. The only purpose is to
wave guide; Check the power condi- identify and find the best solution so
Planning: Wherein interviews, meetings tion; Grounding; Test antenna optimi- that the network performs.
and group discussions is conducted with zation and peaking; Cross Pol setting;
end users as well as service providers, Verify interference if any (Identify Benefits of Quality Assurance
operators and OEMs who support or source, minimize and mitigate); Concontribute towards management of the duct tests on the link; Measure parame- To the Service Provider, Technology
network operations. This is to mainly ters with spectrum analyzer; Review Partner & Satellite Operator: Improveunderstand the applications, key re- applications performance from the re- ment in Quality of Service; Opens up
quirements and priorities vis-a-vis criti- mote site like Audio-Video conference; an opportunity to introduce new and
cal nature of applications, so as to get Data Transfer; FTPs, etc…
modern technology upgrade; Review
an overall picture of the network, its
sizing of network on satellite bandwidth
design and current operations. In this Coordination: Constantly interact with as well as backhaul; Propose more ca-
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and coordinate service delivery through validation for a wide spread hybrid netthe service provider for a fixed tenure. work having teleport in Europe; with
It is worthwhile to note that this FMSR remote VSATs spread across 25+ Afrialways work not just to the end users’ can nations, traffic back hauled over
benefit but also to the advantage of the
fiber to the customer HQ and NOC in
service providers. The FMSR not only
bridges between the two, but also be- America. The network was spread
comes an extended technical resource across three continents. On this network
on the ground for the service provider. Internet access, Voice, Data & Video
End User & Client: The Resultant Net- Service provider is always very happy applications were running, wherein at
work Performance Efficiency; Stability; and anxious to get this arrangement most of the places this being the priReliability; would lead to Dependabil- started.
mary link, thus very crucial and critical
ity; Realization of true value for money
for their day to day operations.
spent, Leading to Increased Productiv- Further, end users’ capacity building is
also done for the key responsible IT Upon completion of the activity, the
ity.
personnel through the GVF Satcom end user agency commented, “GVF’s
Subsequent Follow On Program
Training & Certification program, re- Validation & Certification Program
We suggest Facility Management Ser- sulting in high network up times, over- results in high network performance,
vice Resource or FMSR for a fixed ten- all network performance and stability robustness, as well as reduce mainteure. Depending upon the network, the by ensuring quick mitigations and reso- nance costs. These benefits ultimately
deployment can range from six months lutions.
gets passed on to the user community in
to a year. Few experts are stationed
the form of more effective communicastrategically at select customer end lo- Recently GVF did a successful network
tions services.”
cations and if need be at the hub. This
Riaz
Lamak
is
the
GVF
Liaison
in the region & President, Mahdi
ensures monitoring progress of impleBagh
Computers
Private
Limited
based
in India. He has been acmentation and recommendations. With
tively
involved
and
associated
with
GVF
activities
related to Capacity
this hand holding, results are achieved.
pacities if need be; Identify and advocate steps to mitigate and reduce interferences; Optimize and save on resources, no sooner the stability and
performance increases, the site visits
and spares requirement reduces, thereby
saving on operational expenditure leading to better realization of revenues.

Skilled, experienced manpower is embedded with the end user to facilitate
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building through Training; HA/DR; Network Validation; Regulatory;
TeleHealth, etc... For more information go to www.mbcin.com or email at riaz.lamak@gmail.com or call +91 98900 29600.
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Global Triple Play Subscirbers

Global triple-play subscriptions will reach 400 million by 2017; up by nearly 300 million on the end-2011
total and up by 380 million on the 2007 total, according to a new report from Digital TV Research.
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Stock Index

The Satellite Markets 25 IndexTM is a composite of 25 publicly-traded satellite companies worldwide with five companies representing each major market segment of the industry: satellite operators; satellite and component manufacturers; ground equipment manufacturers; satellite service providers and consumer satellite services. The base data for
the Satellite Markets IndexTM is January 2, 2008--the first day of operation for Satellite Market and Research. The Index
equals 1,000. The Satellite Markets IndexTM provides a benchmark to gauge the overall health of the satellite industry.
© 2012 Satellite Markets and Research, Satellite Executive Briefing and the Satellite Markets Index TM are trademarks of Synthesis Publications LLC. Synthesis Publications LLC is the owner of the trademark, service marks and copyrights related to the Index. This newsletter does not constitute an offer of an investment product. Satellite Executive Briefing makes no representation regarding the advisability of investing based on the information provided in the Satellite Markets IndexTM. All information is
provided ‘as is’ for information purposes only and is not intended for trading purpose or advice. Neither Satellite Executive Briefing nor any related party is liable for any
informational error, incompleteness or for any actions taken based on information contained herein.
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